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told. Lonely at first, subject to periods of depression at
the stupidity and inertia of those about him, repelled as he
ate the first meal of scraps thrown into his begging-bowl,
but gathering courage and inspiration as disciples began
to attach themselves to him, and to help him formulate
the rules of a new religious democracy. We may think of
them in peaceful retreat upon these hills gazing down
upon the fertile plains of the Ganges Valley, or gathered
about him on the bare Peak of the Vulture that rose clear
above the wooded hills, and pouring out in that serene
air a paean of thanksgiving and joy in their new-found
liberty of mind and peace of soul:
As swans who soar in tracks of sunlit air,
As sorcerers in realms of space are free*
So does the sage win through to mastery
Of Mara, and the transient world's despair.
In order to give them this liberty, however, the new
teacher first convinced them of the universality of law.
Before they could be free in the universe they must realize
that it was lawful to the core.  This was a truth already
accepted in theory, but men were ignoring it in practice.
Amongst the first of his converts were two Brahmins,
Moggallana and Sariputta, and from the story of their
conversion we gather how large a part the mind played in
the new Way, and how central in it was the doctrine of
Causality, which has been well called its keynote,1 These
men had been companions and fellow seekers in the
religious life. Like their fellow Hindus they were familiar
with such teaching: accenting the axioms that life is evil
and that Karma brings rebirth, they were seeking Moksha,
freedom from the whole process.   Meeting a Buddhist
monk and struck by his calm and radiant bearing, Sariputta
learned the essentials of the truth in these simple words:
Of all things springing from a cause
The Buddha hath the causes told:
Of how they all shall cease to be—
This, too, our Teacher doth unfold.*
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